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Pismo Beach now charges for most parking
Shannon Boren
MUSTANU DAILY
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Pismo Beach visitors must now pay $1 an hour to park in the pier lot
or lots on the 100 and 200 blocks of Pomeroy and Hinds avenues.

5 years into
war, w om ens
role debated

Say goodbye to free parking in
Pismo Beach.
Since March IS, drivers have
been required to pay for parking in
downtown lots between 10 a.m. and
6 p.in.
Visitors looking to park in the
pier lot or lots on the 100 and 200
blocks of Pomeroy and Hinds av
enues must now pay $1 an hour.
Those who choose to park in the
outlying city lots pay 75 cents per
hour, while the Addie Street lot re
mains free.
“The money is going to be used
to provide funding for parking proj
ects and maintenance,” said Aveda
Stafford, a visitors host at the Pis
mo Beach Chamber of Commerce.
“ It’s meant to eliminate the parking
problems we currently have, and
perhaps go toward building a park
ing structure in the future.”
It is estimated that the city will
collect $564,000 a year after imple

menting the parking fees, which will
apply to drivers seven days a week,
including holidays.
Many students on campus were
surprised to hear about the new ex
pense, and most thought it was un
necessary.
“I’ll probably try to park some
where else depending on how long
I’m staying,” said journalism ju 
nior Karen DeRoss. “ If we go to
the beach, it’s usually Pismo, so it’ll
probably affect me and my friends
a lot.”
How'ever, the idea of parking
somewhere else presents the possi
bility of overcrowding and parking
problems in residential neighbor
hoods surrounding the downtown
area.
Other students, including elec
trical engineering freshman Andrew
Palchak, said they will now use al
ternative beaches with free parking.
“1 had no idea they were doing
this, but 1 think it’s ridiculous,” Pal
chak said.“l go surfing there in the
morning and I’ll probably start go
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WAC;0, Texas — Women have
been fighting for equality for cen
turies, but controversy still sur
rounds how that tight translates
onto the battlefield.
Earlier this month, the U.S.
Army War C\)llege released a sur
vey of over 200 students regarding
women in combat. The survey as
sessed the students’ knowledge and
opin»v»iis of ground combat restric
tions for female soldiers.'
The Army Policy for the As
signment of Female Soldiers states
that women are allowed to serve in
any position they’re qualified for,
provided that they’re not in a unit
given a mission to routinely engage
in direct combat.
Seventy percent of students
surveyed felt this policy should
be revised.This is partially due to
changes from row-by-row wars
fought on a battlefield, to smaller
and more mobile groups moving
to wherever the fight may be at the
moment.
With this style of combat used
in Iraq and Afghanistan, 'it’s dif
ficult to know where exactly the
front lines are, making it harder to
assign women to units that won’t
be engaging in direct combat, said
Col. Danny Leonard, chairman of
the Baylor Air Force ROTC.
An example Leonard gave of this
was of a woman actively serving as
a chemical officer for the Army.
“Being a chemical officer, she
goes out, she carries a weapon, but
there’s not combat going on right
where she’s at. That doesn’t mean
she can’t be shot at at any moment,”
he said. “There’s no clear line of
good guys, bad guys, so where’s
your front line? Where are you
placing women that they’re not in
harm’s way? The answer is there’s
no place. If they’re in the theater,.
they’re in harm’s way.” *
\ • .
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ing to Morro Bay more often. It’s
better to surf" at Morro anyway, but
it’s still nice to go to Pismo some
times, and now 1 probably won’t.”
Though most feel the new fees
are unnecessary, there are other stu
dents who believe the change isn’t
such a big deal.
“I don’t really go that much in
the first place, and when I do go, I
don’t think a dollar an hour is that
much,” said Amanda Kwiatkowski,
a modern languages and literatures
senior. “It’s really not that big of an
inconvenience.”
I )rivers now pay at kiosks located
in each of the charging lots, which
accept credit and debit cards as well
as cash and coins.
Only time will tell what ef
fect parking fees will have on stu
dents and the surrounding Pismo
Beach community, but according to
Stafford, it will likely change very
little.
“I don’t think it will affect peo
ple coming; it might, but I doubt it,”
she said.
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SLO County^s
best surf spots
ready for action
Coral Snyder
MllSTANCi DAILY

Surfing along the CAUitral C'oast
can be exceptional at certain spots,
and many of them are easily acces
sible.
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PISMO BEACH
I'ismo Beach offers a variety
of surfing spots, though the pier
is a popular spot that typically has
a good break at high tide, with
the best swell direction from the
southwest.
Bismo Beach is usually the most
consistent and shapely of all beach
breaks in the county and is suitable
for all ability levels. The bottom is
sandy with no protruding rocks.
The pier is 1,250 feet long
and is usually fully lit, allowing
for night surfing. It is located in a
slightly northwest swell and is not
as exposed as many other sandbars
in the area, making the area less
windy.
The south side of the pier is
usually better for surfing than the
north side, and the further south
you walk from the pier, the more
secluded the surf tends to be. Nice
rides can also come from the south
and the waves tend to be best when
they range from knee-high to a few
feet overhead.
Bismo Beach is approximately
a 10-minute drive from Cal Boly
traveling south on U.S. Highway
101.
MORRO BAY
Morro Bay is another surfing
location that offers a clean break
along the Central Coast. Surfing
is usually best on the north side
of Morro Rock, the 576-foot-tall
remnants o f a volcano. The Rock,
as locals refer to it, has been desig
nated as a state preserve because of
the endangered peregrine falcons
that nest in its cliffs.
The beach faces due west; be
cause of this,-swells hit the sand
bars and create a variety of differ
ent breaks. The waves tend to have
more consistency and power fur
ther north.
The best-sized waves for surfing
are knee-high to several feet over
head, and the best swells come from
the west when the wind is coming
from the east.The optimum time to
surf is when the tide is medium to
high. Surfing at Morro Bay is best
for beginners to intermediates.
Tourists typically flock to Mor
ro Rock and the nearby camp
grounds, but the water itself is not
usually crowded. Morro Bay is
approximately a 15-minute drive
from Cal Boly.
CAYUCOS
Cayucos is a beach town (the
name means “kayak” or “canoe” in
Aleutian) and during certain swells
can provide adequate surfing. The
town was founded in 1867 by Cap
tain James Cass. He and his broth
ers built the 953-foot long pier.
The town itself is sheltered from

winds that come from the north, so
it is usually warmer than other local
seaside towns. The pier at Cayucos
also provides a nice break ofl the
The surf is best when the tide is
high and the swells come from the
southwest while the wind comes
from the northeast. The cleanest
wave size is waist-high to a few feet
overhead, and the break is good for
beginners to intermediates.
The bottom is all sand, but there
are a few protruding rocks far to
the south. Cayucos is less crowded
than Bisiiio Beach and is approxi
mately 20 to 25 minutes north ot
('al Boly on California Highway 1.
M O O N STO N E
Though the town of C'anibria attracts its fair share of tour
ists, nearby Moonstone Beach is
one of the more secluded O n tral
Coast surfing locations. The best
spot is on Moonstone Beach Drive
near the mouth of the Santa Rosa
Creek.
The waves are usually best when
there is a strong swell from the west
to southwest while the tide is low
and the winds are from the east to
northeast.
7'he best waves are waist-high to
about two feet overhead, but when
the tide is high, the conditions are
not as conducive to surfing as there
is typically a shore break. The bot
tom is sandy, but there are protrud
ing rocks in certain areas, making
this location more appropriate for
intermediate surfers.
Moonstone is approximately a
30- to 40-minute drive up Califor
nia Highway 1.
San Simeon is just 10 to 15
minutes north of Moonstone on
California Highway 1. The coast
line in this location is unpredict
able and changes often. Also, parts
of the beach are often closed to the
public when elephant seals come
ashore.
PICO CREEK
The best surfing spot is Pico
Creek, found south of San Sim
eon. This spot has a reef break that
can be nice on both big and small
days.
The reef is located just in front
of a creek mouth and allows for a
smooth ride that peaks on the out
side and often reforms on the inside.This spot is most reliable when
the swell is bigger than chest-high
to a few feet overhead.
The waves are best when the
tide is low and there is a southern
swell with wind from the north
east. The bottom is sandy with in
termittent rocks, which makes this
another location best suited for in
termediate surfers.
Wave cameras and current surf*
condition reports can be found on
Web sites such as Surf Line (www.
surfline.com) and Wive Watch
(www.wavewatch.com). Reports
are typically updated throughout
the day to provide accurate condi
tions.
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ALAMO SELF STORAGE

Nowhere to go?
Stay in SLO!
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WRITTEN BY DAVID HENRY HWANG
DIRECTED BY MARGIE LAMBIE
TNs cofftivating Tony Award winning drama crosses
cultured arrd sexual boundaries, exp/oring Ufes iilusions,,.
only in reed love can love be so unreal..
ADULT CO N TEN T
PRESENTED BV SPECIAL APPANGEMENT WITH DRAMATISTS PUV SSRVICC. INC.

GRAKi MANTl.I' mustang oaily
San Luis Obispo offers art, music, theater and wine at many locations.
Angela Watkins
MUSTANCi DAILY
Ik'lieve it or not, San Luis
Obispo is actually a vacation des
tination for many people. Hill
Watkins, e.xecutive directiir for the
UC"SH Economic forecast Proj
ect, told an audience last year that
the amount of tourism this county
receives will keep it aHoat dur
ing the uncertain future of 2nOH’s
economy.
If San Luis Obispo Canmty can
attract tourists from Europe, it can
definitely offer you something to
do during spring quarter.
OUTDOORS
E.xplore the amazing outdoor
world of the C\'iitral C'oast with
( \ ‘iitral C'oast Outdoors. It offers
Id day-trips to choose from, in
cluding biking the Pacific Chiast
Highway, hiking liig Sur and kay
aking among the renowned bird
life in Morro Hay.
1)ay trips depart most Satur
days and Sundays. Weekday private
tours are also available.
All trips include necessary
transportation, a gourmet picnic
lunch and knowledgeable guides.
Hike rentals are asailable and res
ervations are required.
For more information, go to
www.centralcoastoutdoors.com.
If you’re looking for something
cheaper,Avila Heach/Port San Luis
is the place to go. They have firstcome, first-serve bonfire pits so
you and your friends can express
your inner pyromaniac tendencies
while w'atching a beautiful sunset.
There are only seven pits, so if
you w'ant to use one on the week
end, you need to claim a space be
fore the sun goes down.
HISTORY
Get your butt away from the
TV and the History C'hannel and
see some history firsthand — and 1
don’t mean the C'alifornia missions
we’ve all seen a million times.
Every Saturday and Sunday
at the Estrella Warbird Museum
in Paso Robles, you can visit a
memorable collection of military
aircraft from props to jets and ar
tifacts from weaponry to a I inks
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www.slolittletheatre.org

trainer. You can also see the F14A
Tomcat, which was just added to
the collection.
For more information, go to
h 1 1p:/ / w' w w. ew arb ird s.o rg.
ART
The San Luis Obispo Art (T miter offers a permanent museum
collection as well as constantly ro
tating exhibits of works by popu
lar local artists. Paintings, sculp
ture, photography, prints, jewelry
and woodwork are all featured.
Admission is free to the center,
which is located near the mission
at 1010 Hroad St.
.MUSIC
You're so money, baby, and you
don't even kiuiw it; that's why ytni
should check out big band music
at Mother's Favern.
On most Sunday afternoons,
you can enjoy great live big band
music by a local band and get your
swing dance on, all in a refurbished,
upscale 1900s tavern located in the
center of downtown.
M other’s Tavern is located at
125 Higuera St. — as if you didn’t
already know.
THEATER
just in case you didn’t know,
San Luis Obispo County has its
own vaudeville theater in Oceano,
and It just began its 33rd season.
The Cireat American Melodra
ma, which Sunset Magazine called
“an excellent year-round compa
ny,’’ is currently performing “The
Road to Oildale.” It’s the story of
a second-rate vaudeville act that
concocts a scheme to get rich in
California oil.
Ikeservations are recommended,
and you can find more informa
tion at www.americanmelodrama.
com.
FOOD
If you love cheese — and who
doesn’t? — ('.al Poly will offer
“Cdieese Short ('.ourse I” April I
through April 4. Participants will
learn the basic scientific informa
tion and practical skills needed
to understand and manufacture
see Activities, page 6
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and more (from home) at
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Activities
continuedfrom page 5
cheese rhe course includes one day of handson cheese-nuking, and you won’t even have
to leave campus.
The course will be held at the Cal Poly
Dairy Products Tiechnologv ('enter.
For more information, contact Laurie Ja
cobson at (H0.5) 305-5056.
WINE TASTING
San Luis ("ibispo County is the third-largest producer of wine in California, surpassed
only by Sonoma and Napa counties. Wine
grapes are by far the largest agricultural crop
m the county, and the wine production they

: N ews

support creates a direct economic impact and
a growing wine-country vacation industry.
As a college student, wine — or booze in
general — is probably an important part ot
your life.
For a unique adventure, you can enjoy in
credible views of North County’s wine coun
try by hot air balloon. The view is report
edly incredible as you Hoat over Paso Kobles,
Atascadero, San Miguel and Templeton at 2
to 3 miles per hour from an altitude of just
a few' feet to several thousand feet above the
ground.
After the journey through the air, visit
some of San Luis C')bispo C ounty’s hundreds
of wineries that offer daily wine tasting. For
more information, check out www.sloballoon.com /pjges or www.pasowine.com.
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San Luis Obispo County is the third-largest producer of wine in California.
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Survey: Americans
financially illiterate
Teresa Gorman
THK DAILY IRKL PRHSS (BOSION U.)

BOSTON — A quarter of
Americans think their debt is “un
manageable,” according to a Har
vard Business School survey, and
experts are suggesting financial il
literacy may be the cause of many
students’ money woes.
The February survey of 1,()()()
people by Harvard University,
Hartmouth College professors and
TNS, a marketing and research sur
vey company, found that 11 per
cent of those surveyed did not even
know if they had a “large” debt.
“ In the past, you could not sur
vive in this country without being
able to read or write,” Dartmouth
College economics professor An
namaria Lusardi said. “In today’s
world, if you cannot read or write
financially, you will not succeed.”
She said the survey did not have
eaiough participants to provide data
on the differences in financial lit
eracy by age, but said young people
are among the most “illiterate” and
that college students can solve the
problem through further educa
tion.
“Students have a great oppor
tunity,” Lusardi said, suggesting all
students should take economics
and finance courses and “exploit
the opportunities” to learn while
in college.
Cireg Johnson, e.xecutive direc
tor of Bottom Line, a Boston-based
organization that assists students
from low-income families with
college admission and gradua
tion issues, said last year the group

M U R R A Y

started a one-day financial literacy
program for their students.
Johnson said just one mistake
could mean dropping out of col
lege for students lacking financial
knowledge. Students need to edu
cate themselves about loans and
credit cards, he said.
“Often there is no room for er
ror, especially for students with par
ents who are unable to bail them
out financially,” he said.
Johnson said Bottom Line often
advises students to avoid colleges
with high tuition costs because of
the heavy debt students can have
after graduation.
The responsibility for college
students’ debt should be placed on
students and the credit companies
that take advantage of them, said
Americans for Fairness in Lend
ing student representative Matthew
Goldman in an e-mail.
Goldman, a Boston Univer
sity College of Arts and Sciences
junior, said loan companies “love
to prey” on college students and
said students should be aware of
what could leave them with large
amounts of debt. Goldman said
third-party lenders “attempt to
wiggle their way into the hearts
and back pockets of vulnerable stu
dents” with promotions and give
aways.
Though lender education is im
portant, federal regulation of the
lending industry is necessary for
the economy’s well-being, he said.
“Self-regulation simply does
not work,” Cioldman said. “In fact,
it is detrimental to the American
dream.”

Lose your
phone in
Mexico?
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A P A R T M E N T S
y o u K hokvte while you’re oway frovu home

Don't let your spring
break mishaps keep
you out of the loop.

Walking Distance to Poly
• Sparkling Pool
• On-Site Management
• Study Room
• On-Call Maintenance Staff
* Beautiful Grounds
• Clean Apartments
BBQ Grills
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Check Us O ut At:

w w w .m u r r a y s t a t io n a p a r t i h e
1262 Murray Street
Phone:805-541-3856
Fax:805-541-5052
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3000 Broad St. SLO
in the Staples Shopping Center
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ADD SOME ADRENALINE TO YOUR SUMMER BREAK...
ARMY ROTC LEAOERSHIP TRAINING COURSE!
Adventure training, leadership skills can jump start your career! LTC will offer one of the most exciting summers you
will ever have. For mp[e information on how to enroll in Army ROTC and the Leadership Training Course and for scholarship
possibilities contact LTC Lecaros at (805) 756-7690 or alecaros@calDolv.edu. •
'

»•

SCHOLARSHIPS AVAILABLE NOW TO QUALIFIED CAL POLY STUDENTS!

Visit us on the web at: http://www.rotc.calpoly.edu/

ARMY ROTC. S TA R T S TR O N G ..

................... •

ARMY s t r o n g :
>

(80S) 783-2500
1 Mustang Drive, SLO, CA 93405
MustangVillage@aimco.com
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State Briefs
SAN DIEGO (AP)
Several
new squai.ln)ns of the V-22 Osprey
will be permanently b.ised at Marine
('orps Air Station Miramar starting
in 2010, ofheials eoiif'iriiied Mari li
18.
Othcials estimate there will be 10
to I.S Ospreys per stjiKKiron. It was
not immediately clear how many
personnel would accompany the
new aircraft, said Marine Maj. Jason
Johnston.
1 he Osprey, which takes ofi ver
tically like a helicopter and Hies likes
.1 plane, repl.ices some squadrons of
the Cdl-4t) Sea Knight, a .Vf-yearold assault helicopter used in the
Vietnam W.ir. The Osprey, which
can tiMwl twice as fast and three
times farther th.in the Sea Knight,
is ei]uipped with r.id.ir, l.isers aiul a
missile iletensc v.stem. I .icli c.in c.ir
r\’ 24 comb.it -ii-.idx M.n ines.
• • •
LOS ANCiEl.ES (AP)
l*a
tients won't be .illowed to h.ive cell
phones ,iiul laptops ,it U( 1 A s neu
ropsv'ln.itric hospit.il to ['lotect p.itients' priwicy. hospit.il officials said
March 18.
l)r. I honus Strouse. medic.il ilirector of Kesnick Neuropsydiiatnc 1lospital, s.iid I'oncerns over the
"covert use” of phones and laptops
with built-in cameras led to the new
policy.
Strouse s.tid .i p.itient recently
posted photos of .idiilt patients pos
ing for a group picture to a social
networking Web site. I he photos
were spotted by a nurse's f.innly
member.
The patients in the photo agreed
to pose for the photo, but Strouse

W.IS worried about patients w ho did
not give their consent, or "circum
stances w'here sonicHme’s agreement
to be photographed might not be
well-reasoned or fully competent.”
• • •
DAVIS (AP) — After the repeal
of Prohibition in l‘k\^, the Univer
sity of (California, I ).ivis established a
research dep.irtment that led to the
Howenng of the C'alifornia w ine in
dustry.
Now, it hopes to do the same for
olive oil.
The challenges to the emerging
industry are significant. They inchule
finding economical w.iys to produce
tine oil, dealing with unscrupulous
importers aiul educ.iting unsophistic.ited p.ilates.
While ( 'aliti)ini.i oli\e oil makers
h.ive begun to use tine techniques
developed m 1 iirope to i ipture
the pungent t.iste ni fresh oliws. the
.Amenc.in p.ilati- m,i\- not be re.idy
tor it.
• • •

MENLO PARK (AP)
A
new studv puts the projei ted propert\ d.image from the next big e.irtht.|uake on the I l.iyw.iul 1.lult at more
th.in SU).T billion.
Previous estimates h.iw r.inged .is
low .IS 82< • billion, s.iid lom Hrocher.
.1 seismologist with the U.S. (¡eological Survev .ind coordin.itor of
the Northern ( .ilit'orni.i I'arthqu.ike
1l.iz.irds project.
The new .iii.ilysis. by US(!S aiui
the consulting firm Risk .M.inagenient Solutions, estimated th.it S1..S
trillion 1 1 1 propertN wilue would be
“exposed to strong shaking.” Mrocher said.
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World Famous
Clam Chowder
^ o u

C a l P o ly

fo r

y o u r

c o n tln u in y

s u p p o r t!

Come to our original location by the beach in Pismo or
our location at 1491 Monterey in SLOl
Both locations feature:
Our famous award winning clam chowder in freshly baked
sourdough bread bowls. Fresh fish & chips,calam ari, grilled fish
sandwiches, fish tacos, salads, and more!

SLO also has a full service bakery!
Breakfast pastries, cookies, cakes, fruit desserts & chocolate!

Enjoyjife^kfast at either location:
SLO operirat 7:00 am, Pismo at 850 am
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A new lo o k into W Ö W

'Downtown SLO Diner Since the 19 5 0 V

A Cal Poly Favorite for over 25 years!

Jessica Ford
•Ml STANO DAII Y
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meal at regular price
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Farmer's Market
THURS
6 p m -':/

$. L. O •

‘

‘. nninn

Featurlnç T h - Chicken.
linguk;«
Sourdough G*fkc Brtêà
* On Th# Cob

° a a k e o u t'.
OPEN DAILY 6am-3pm

964 Higgera St. SLO • 805-541 -0227
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What other college newspaper lets ]foo

watch videos?

mustangdaily.net
NowhostingAPmultimediavideosandCal PolyTVdips.

It you hear the word “WOW” and
your mind fills with countless acro
nyms, songs and traditions, then you
are probably one of the hundreds
of students on campus who devote
themselves to the Week of Welcome
(WOW) orientation program.
C'al Polys orientation program is
one of the largest in the nation and
is becoming a model for other uni
versities, said Andrene Kaiwi-Lenting,
C'al Polys director of orientation pro
grams.
WOW is a program designed to
familiarize new students with the
campus and San Luis Obispo com
munity.
“Our general goal for WOW is to
have students know how to navigate
the campus ... Having a smooth tran
sition is really the key,” Kaiwi-Lenting
said. “It’s really just a ftin way to intro
duce students to what the university
and town have to offer.”
The program is bmken into the
WOW Board, WCW TEAM and
Orientation Leaders (OLs).
The Board is made up of five to
seven members who plan out the
week’s events and oversee I'EAM
members in training the OLs. The
Board, elected every spring, begins
their work at the end of summer.

S TO R A G E
G e ts Y o u
(month of May only)

$10 in cash, student ID with ad will
secure you a spot for June 1st, 2008

COURTESY PHOTO

Spring Training begins today at 7 p.m. and lasts throughout the quarter.
WOW TEAM, which currently
has 48 members, consists of facilita
tors and a production crew. Facilihitors lead small groups of leaders-intraining during spring quarter, who
are working to “graduate” from the
program to become official OLs. The
production crew assists facilitators and
works behind the scenes of the train
ing sessions.
TEAM goes through advanced
leadership training during winter
quarter before they are able to train
the new OLs in the spring.
Board members head committee
groups that are made up of TEAM
niemhers. Each committee, such as
Awareness and Events ik Entertain
ment, focuses on a different aspect of
WOW Through committee work,
the presentations and activities of
WOW are planned each year. OLs
do have freedom in the activities their
WOW group participates in, but there
are some manditory events during
the week.
WC)W would not he possible
without the new students who are re
ferred to as V.'OWies. OLs spend five
days with a group of WOWies before
fall quarter begins in hopes of helping
them transition into their new hves at
Cal Poly.
Alex Dunks, WOW Board mem
ber and business senior, said WOW
“has been a great way to get involved
in the campus.”
“It gives me a lot of cjmipus
knowledge, but it has also given me
a lot of leadenhip skills ... 1 like giv
ing back to the school and feeling in
volved — like I’m making my time
here worthwhile,” he sai3.
Last year, there were 758 leadersin-training participating in WOW
spring training, a program high, Kai-

wi-Lenting said.
“Leaders arc really signing on and
truly making a coniinitment to what
they are signing on to, and they know
what they are getting themselves into
on the front end,” she said. “I feel like
they want something fioni the expe
rience besides having this group of 15
to 20 students that are going to do
whatever they say to do.”
Those participating in WOW
spring training meet fniin 7 p.m. to 10
p.ni. every Tuesday in Chuniash Au
ditorium for the 10 weeks of spring
quarter.
Each training ses.sion simulates a
day of the week that will occur dur
ing the actual WOW.
“We go through each day and what
the leaders can expect to do that day.
We try and do a lot of different activi
ties,” I )unks said. “We cover awareness
presentations, leadership styles and we
process in small groups.”
WOW is known for its many
traditions that are passed down each
year, especially those of spring train
ing. These traditions include Board
singing a song, and a weekly top 10
list given by three TEAM members.
Dunks said.
“A lot of people think WOW is all
fun and games, but it’s not. There’s so
much more that goes into it. But, we
definitely try and make everything
fiin as long as it’s an appropriate time
to do so,” Dunks said.
Spring training begins tonight at
7 p.m. in Chumash Auditorium. Stu
dents can sign up through their Mycalpoly portal or can just show up at
the first training session to check it
out. However, to participate in the
program, students must attend the first
meeting.

A m H T iO K C a l P o l y

1

Open 7 days/week
Office Hours: 8:00 am to 4:30 pm
Gate Hours: 7:00 am to 7:00 pm
Closed all major holidays
Don't be caught without storagel

We gladly accept

(805) 546-9788
154 Suburban Rd
San Luis Obispo, CA 93401
(bahlpd Food 4 Less)

(M l)

541-5111
(U-Haut Only}

www*mediums*coin
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“What part of spring quarter are \
you looking forward to most?”
Compiled and photographed by Rachel Gellman
Ì
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“ S ta rtin g my m u sic m in o r
finally. I’ m e xcite d to s ta rt
ta k in g pia n o c la s s e s .”

M ark Woods,
aerospace engineering
sophom ore
—

p

VIRGINIA CITY, Nev. (AP)
— History re-enactors posing as Old
West gunslingers here need to follow
some modern rules, the sheriff says:
Guns and alcohol don’t mix.
A Storey ( ’ounty ordinance pmhibits alcohol consumption by his
tory re-enactors wearing a gun, but
Sheriff Jim Miller said he’s going to
increase enforcement of the ordi
nance because some people have
abused it.
• • •
NEW YORK (AP) — A busi
nessman claims in a lawsuit that he

was injured when a stripper giv
ing him a lap dance swiveled and
smacked him in the face with the
heel of her shoe.
Stephen Cdiang, a securities trader,
said in court papers filed March 14
that he was at the Hot Lap Dance
Cdub near Madison Sc]uare Garden
and w'as getting a paid lap dance
when the accident occurred early
Nov.2,2(K)7.
According to the lawsuit, as the
dancer swung amund, the heel of her
shoe hit him in the eye, causing him
“serious injuries.’’

is your message
getting passed by?

“ G oing to th e p o o l.”

M ary-Lynn Zweers,
so cial science so ph om o re

—

■<jGt”y b u r message across clearly to IS^OOO rea^lers D A IL Y i
* Free A d Design
• A ffo rd a b le
‘2......
r L e t us do th e w o rk fo r you!
“ G e ttin g o u t o f c la s s a t 1 2
on T hu rsda y a n d having no
c la s s on Friday.”

C am m ie Schlem er,
in d u s tria l e n g in e e rin g
ju n io r
—
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LANCASTER, Pa. (AP) — A
hotel and grocery stoa* are assessing
the damage after a naked man ran
amok and allegedly did thousands of
dollars’worth ot damage.
West Lampeter Township police
said they were dispatched to the Wil
low Valley Resort, and later 1)arrenkamp’s Market, on March 14 amid
reports of a nude man on a rampage.
Some office space at the resort
was trashed, and a forklift was driven
into an interior wall, also damaging
an overhead sewer pipe.

1

“ The fin e -a s s la d ie s .”

Joel Glen,
fo re s try fre sh m an
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Place a classified ad
visit m ustangdaily.net
click on Ad info. Classifieds
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Servii^ Breakfast» Lunch
and Dinner

most iiizgllgJ

Locally Famous Breakfast served til 2pm!

Ib S lic

Feb. 21, 23:40 - Officers investigated a complaint that someone had urinated on
a room door at a tower apartment.
Feb. 15, 19:56 - Officers conducting a follow-up investigation on a report of
battery learned from the “victim ” that he had lied, filed a false police report, and
that his injuries were sustained in an attem pt to evade contact with a police
officer.
Feb. 10, 01:38 - Officers responded to a complaint of vandalism, involving four
subjects throwing Mustang Daily newspaper dispensers into the street. Subjects
fled upon officers’ arrival, but were caught by other officers in the area.

A U T H E N T IC CAJUN /CR EO LE CUISINE

Feb. 10, 00:42 - Officers responded to a complaint of a subject yelling and
kicking a state vehicle in the area of the Performing Arts Center. The subject
was contacted and calmed down.
Feb. 6, 11:09 - Officer took a report of vandalism of the Tenaya Hall Laundry
Room. A door of one of the washers appeared to have been beaten In.

Showvour Polv ID &
Get our Cajun Breakfast for

$4.99

International Briefs

red beans» poached eggs»
hollandaise & grits
h im

M m i d ® L & t s o f F R E E P m ^ k in ^
LO CA TED AT 1 0 0 0 O L IV E S T R E E T SLO

S44 2100
DIN E IN • T A K E OUT • D E L IV E R Y

LONDON (AP) -A Lloyds of
Loudon syndicate said March 18 it is
insuring the nose of winemaker Ilja
tiort for $8 million.
The Dutcli winemaker and tast
er took out the policy after hearing
about a man who lost his sense of
smell in a car accident.
“1 thought it must be a horror to
lose your smell, ’ Cort said.“It would
mean that you cannot taste wine any
more. Tasting wine is stimething you

do with your nose, not your mouth.”
(iort, 47, said his nose is essential
tor him to produce top quality wines
at his Cdiateau de la (iarde vineyard
in the Bordeau.x region of France.
• • •

BERLIN (AP) — A long love
storv' is over at a (ierman zoo: IVtra
the swan and her swan-shaped paddleboat are parting ways.
Fetra, a black swan, became a
minor celebrirv in 2006 when she

became so attached to the boat —
which is shaped like an oversized
white «ivvan — that she refused to
leave its side.
Officials in the western city of
Muenster decided to let her stay with
it over the winter, bringing both bird
and boat into a city zoo.
However, Petra met a live swan
this winter. Zoo director Joerg Adler
says she and her new mate — a w’hite
swan — are building a nest together.

Clock • Walther • H&K • Ruger •
I
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Indoor,Shooting Range
N -h iÍT ^ / ^ U L T U R E

Full Service
Gunshop

.

\

B U Y 1, G E T 1

Gun Rentals $6 each
Gun Sales (from just $25 over cost)
Huge Selection of Ammunition
Certified Shooting instruction
Pepper Spray» Stun Gun, and
Personal Protection Products
Gun Accessories - Holsters and Gun Safes
Sure Fire Flashlights
Bench-made Knives
5.11 Tactical Wear
for students with ID and this ad
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746
Higuera St
. in Mission
Plaza

.380 or above

Revolver or pistol rental - 21 years of age
Rifle or shotgun - 18 years of age

Welcome!
Come taste some of
San Luis Obispo's
finest frozen
fogurt!

3

Open: Mon-Fri 10:30am - 5:30pm
Sat. 11:00am - 4:00pm
rangemasters(gsbcglobal.net
www.range-master.com
p 4 9 G ra n a d a D r iv e , S u ite A * San L u is O b is p o • 5 4 5 -0 3 2 2 1

• Weatherby • Remington •
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Townhouse Apartment Living for Students
£^DROOM

e

o

Great Amenities...
• Your own bedroom in 3-Bedroom Units
• Each Bedroom is individually leased

N

• Fitness center equipment and Heated Pool
• Computer Lab with FREE Internet Access

BATH

• Recreation Center/Billiards/Ping Pong
BATH

• TV Lounge with 72” Big Screen and VCR

KJTCHtN

......<S'

• Walk to Shopping Center and Restaurants
• On SLO City Bus Route

BEDROOM

O
UV-IN6 KOOW

□

• Convenient Leasing Options
• Reduced Noise Hours after 10pm
• GPA Discount of 5%-10% for Superior Grades
• Full-time Maintenance Department

□
FIRST FLOOR

SECOND FLOOR

• 24 hour Staffing for After-Hours Assistance
• We Accept Visa or Mastercard

FL O O R PL A N
Apply now and receive

$100 dollars off

■1;.
I

1st Months rent w/ this coupon

^

II

coupon per applicant

Expires 6 /3 0 /0 8

___ -5

W a lk in g d is t a n c e to C a m p u s !
On-site Tours Weekdays 9am-5pm
Poly Open House Weekend: Saturday 10am-4pm
and Sunday 10am-2pm
555 Ramona Drive, San Luis Obispo CA 93405
tel 805-543-1450 fax 805-543-1477 www.valenciaapartments.com
-tl -

Since it was built in
1994, well-known
acts such'as Jay Leno,
Bill Cosby, “Cats”
and Faith Hill and
Tim McGraw have
appeared at the Per
forming Arts Center.
PAC staff members,
though, say smaller^
lesser-known events —
like graduations held
for kids with troubled
pasts — are just'as vi
tal to the community.

ifj j

^

BENJAMIN ROZAK
MUSTANG DAILY

íBefiUid tfie ócetieò a t tfie JiA C
Patrick Harhieri

A storehouse o f stories
"Most people think we're jiist a
symphony hall th.it hosts upscale
eoneerts, but we get a lot of str.inge
show s here,"s.iid N.iiiey ( aiehr.m.the
P.^C^s theatre operations in.linger.
Unknown to most, the l’.4(' is
aetually a wry busy place, hosting
about I.tII publu events .ind halt as
ni.iny smaller, private events each
year. bortunateK.the center h.is .1 tlilltime statl ot 1.^ employees, as well as
m.iny part-time woikers .iiid volun
teers w ho help facilitate business.

Ml Hi \S ( . DMI "I

It \ouVc like most stiulents,
\oii prols.ibly know little alioiit
rlie luilkmg mass of stone, metal
and glass oxerlookmg eampiis tli.it
IS known ,is the IVrtdrming .\rts
t enter. Put don't let the sleek,
sp.ii eship-hke .ippear.mee tool
yon
the people w ho inh.ihit the
.ire \eiy dow n-to-earth. ,md
some ot their stones are as imR]iie
,is the Innldmu itselt.

" Iwi) out ot every three days <ire
taken up w ith some kind ot activ
ity," man.iging director Kon Kegier
said. " I hey don't happen autom.itically; there's .1 lot of preparation and
planning th.it goes into it."
Being the onlv venue of its kiiui
situated between l.os .Angeles and the
B.iy .4re.i, the center h.is been graced
by many big names 1 1 1 entert.iinment.
IVrtormaiKes r.inging t'roiii loniedy
.lets such as Jay I eiur, ( ieorge Ckirlin
and Bill Caisby to musical perforni.inces such as "Stomp,” “U.its” and

Mention this ad and receive

% oíF

any o n ^ S e n T

lony Bennett have .ill come to the
center. Behind the scenes, each show
h.is its own unii.)ue story.
One menior.ible show involved
comedi.tn "(¡.illagher" smashing
large fruits onstage with .1 sledge
hammer .is part ot his routine. Pa
trons seated in the first two rows
were given pl.istic r.iiii ge.ir to proteit them from the splatter, but the
ruckus didn't stop there.
"I le ,ilso began hitting li.ird
candy out into the .ludience with
a tennis racket.” C ai e hi Mi i recalled.
“One ot the caiulies ricocheteil off
.1 patron's eyegl.isses, causing them
to chip or break. Ot course, he was
\e i\ .ipologelK .iiid said he'd take
c.ire of It,"she said with .1 I.iugh.
Other shows .ire menior.ible
from .1 planning perspectiw, like
w hen J.iy 1 eiio insisted on entering
the stage on a motorcycle.
rhen there .ire shows noteworthy
for things th.it weren't pl.inned for,
like w hen pop-country singer I .nth
Mill headlined a show at the PAC'
just after h.iving a baby with husband
1 im McCiraw. Apparently, .McClraw
was backstage babysitting but sur
prised everyone, including Ins wife,
by joining her onstage for a duet.
“Nobody knew he was going to
come out.” C'oehran said. “One of
our stage techs had to find a Barney
video for the baby while he and his
wife took the stage."
*
And then thea* aa* the nicidents
best left forgotten, like the time one

pushy p.itron insisted he be let backst.ige to meet pi.niist and musical
composer John lesh so he could show
him .1 picture ot his w ife, w ho he felt
resembled lesh's wife. After initially
being denied backstage, the man be
came insistent, claming he was .1 part
of the Speci.il forces inVietn.im and
th.it he winild. no m.itter w h.it, find a
w.iy inside the buikling.
“We h.id to iiivoKe campus police,
but the situation was diffused,"Kegi
er said." Those kinds ot things go on
behind the scenes all the time."
A short history o f the PAC
Origni.illy conceived in the 'HOs,
the PAC' Is the result of cooperation
■iiul coll.ibor.ition between the uni
versity .iiiil the loc.il coiiimumty. With
the underst.indnig that the P.AC" must
satisK the needs of both groups, it w.is
decided th.it the structure could be
nothing short of extraordinary.
1 arly on in the design process, it
w.is recognized that sound quality
would be the predominant role of
the center. Architects and engineers
strived to obtain the best acoustics
imaginable, requiring them to basi
cally design the building fmm the
inside
out.
«
“ The main hall was designed for
natural acoustic sound," Kegier s.iid.
“TheR* were budget issues, but that
never coinpromised the .icoustie char
acteristics of the hall. That’s something
that w e 'R ' really pnnid of."
see PAC, page 15

Mon-Wed 8:30 am-11pm
Tiiur-Sat 9 am-3 am
Sun 9 am-9 pm

B EST FOOD
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SMALL FREE SODA
WITH CAL POLY ID

o n cept

740 Higuera St. • San Luis Obispo • California
(805)544-1088

Cam« Asada
Chickan
Fajita

8 0 5 -5 4 5 -7 7 6 5
Öfter not including previous purchases, gift certificates, special orders, custom orders or sale items • Valid fhmugh 5/15/08

S96 CaMfornia Blvd San Luis Obispo
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PAC
continuedfrom page 14
Designing around acoustics re
quires certain volume, height and
width measurements, so ftinctioiKility played a large part in the centers
outward appearance. However, archi
tects also wanted to make the building
aesthetically pleasing. The result was a
structure with a silhouette actually de
signed to mimic that of Bishop Peak.
Built in 1994, construction was
heavily funded by donations from
the community, most notably local
media-owner Christopher Cohan,
who made a significant gift of $2.1
million.The PAC is officially named
the Christopher Cxihan Center in
honor of his charity.
But if the building is the centers
body, the organ is undoubtedly its
heart. Named after the family that
donated the money to make it a
reality, the Forbes pipe organ was
manufactured by CIB. Fisk, the
“Ferrari” o f organ makers.
Built on the same grand scale as
organs typically found in cathedrals
and concert halls of the world s larg
est cities, the 20-ton, 2,767-pipe or-

gan uses primitive technology from
medieval times that, when combined
with the PAC”s advanced acoustic
and technological features, creates
the ultimate setting for musical per
formances. When it finally arrived in
2006, the PAC! and the community
eagerly welcomed the pipe organ.
“The organ is truly incredible,”
said Paul Woodring, accompanist
and curator to the Forbes pipe or
gan. “It puts us on the map for art
ists looking to perform in a superior
hall with a superior instrument.”
Being such a unique instrument,
not just anyone can hop on and play
the organ like a piano. Organists
typically have to rehearse for days
prior to an event simply to learn the
instruments unic]ue characteristics.
“An organ recital is more about
the organ than the artist,” Woodring
said. “The instrument itself is the
attraction, so recitalists choose the
best instrument available for their
performances. Having an organ like
ours attracts first-rate talent from
around the world.”

www.mustangdaily.net

say that some of the smaller-scale
events are the most important.
Among these are the annual driz
zly Academy graduation ceremonies,
where kids with troubled pasts grad
uate frgm a rigorous boot-camp pro
gram in hopes of gaining a second

chance. Rather than simply holding
the ceremony at a gymnasium, the
students’ families and friends are in
vited from all over C'alifornia to the
PAC7 While not as noteworthy to
some as a Broadway tour, events like
these are just as special to start.

“It's a very important part of the
process for these kills psychologically,
and it reinforces that this is an impor
tant time of change,” Regier said.
“For us to be part of the heartbeat
and service of the community — it’s
a role that I relish for our building.”

2 LOCATIONS
OPEN LATE

791 Foothill

Foothill Hours
Sun-Wed 7am-2am
Th-Sat 7am-3am

7121 Broad St.
Nachos with
Beef o

&Soda

Nachbyntlodes: Beans, Cheese,
de Gallo,

I
fresh
I homemade

The heartbeat o f the community
While many of the centers acts
are well known, some are not. Ask
start members, however, and they'll

l ; p '- ^ o o t h i l l L o c a t io n

Mucho Grande Burrito
(Chicken, Beef, Porle) & Soda

^ h ^ tS

f ; ^ Q W open for
&
Breakfast!

Burrito Includes: Rice, Beans, Cheese, I fr^akfast Burrito
„^with egg!?, rice,
Cilantro, Onions, Pico de Gallo, I beans, cheese,&
Salsa, Sour Cream & Guacamole. I sour cream

fj& u f

dfüW ef - 9
6

I

& coffee!'
S e r v e d AH D a y fr o m 7a m

B E V E R L Y 'S
T H E

B E S T

P L A C E
F O R
P A R T Y
ID E A S !

S H O W Y O U R C AL POLY ID 6< CET

1 5

E N T IR E P U R C H A S E
O F F

A L L y e a r !!!

R E C U L A R PRICE

C O U P O N V A L ID T H R U A P R IL t l

A N Y O N E R E G U L A R P R IC E I T E M !

SOCKS • BAGS •ACCESSORIES

tc k

▲ EXCLUDE^ FABRIC, FY. ROC^T
ROOT CANfTLES
CANDLtS
▼ WF
FB
K
IN
/8.
t'RYSTAl
P
YAR.N
BKIN / 8. CRYS IA 1. YA ÍE.N.

BeverlVs4 O
your craft &fabric store

Dftaw e

C’c‘lo i> rtit in j4

8 5 2 Higuera S t., San Luis O bispo

♦

8 0 5 7 8 6 4 3 7 5 / www.sockdrawer.com
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0
v o c ir s
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R E C U L A R PRICE
______________
„
................,
Lim it 1 c o u p o n pek per so n 8. ¡o in store
k

: 8 7 6 HIGUERA ST.
543-6433
♦
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eG 0 2 Classic & eG 0 2 LX Commuter

Presidents »
kick out
the jams \ B

A

David Wagner

COURT hSY PHOTO

DAIIV C AI IKORNIAN (UC -HI KKI l.LY)

While Other Seattle bands were often downers during the ’‘>()s, the Presi
dents of the United States of America was a fun pop-punk group that wrote
songs about peaches and swamp-dwelling lumps. It Eddie Vedder and Kurt
( A)bain were the mysterious hipsters sitting in the back ot the class, then the
Presidents were the lovable pranksters asking the teacher hilariously inap
propriate questions.
With the release of their new album “These Are the (iood Times Peo
ple,” drummer Jason Finn took a moment to talk with The Daily Cali
fornian about politics. Weird A1 and the appropriate musical backdrop for
doing crossword puzzles.

A

T he Daily Californian; Would you ever want to have another huge hit
like you had with “Peaches” and “Lump,” or do you like being under the
radar better?
Jason Finn: Dude, we would love to have our songs all over the radio again!
Hut there are a hunch of reasons why we could never be that big again, so we
just put out records when we want to, tour when we want to ... I guess were
just too lazy to be huge again! We get to he more in touch with our own little
world this way instead of having to finu a way to fit into pop culture.

700 miles forthe
c o s t o f a g a llo n o f g a s

DC: What do you think of bands who take themselves really seriously and
have an implicit no-fun policy at the core of their music?
JF;I listen to records like that, too, and I would s.iy that introspective and somber
music has its place. I would never tell anyone to listen to our music all the time.
It would drive me nuts! It’s kind of like books. I always have both a novel and
a non-fiction book on my nightstind, and, ultimately, I just don’t think rock
music is that important. If you’re in a mood for something Rin and funky, put on
a I’USA album; if you want to do the crossword, put on some Iron and Wine.

electric cycle that gets you to school and around town
at less than 10 cents per charge

DC: The latest album covers some new stylistic territory for PUSA, like
swing, country and funk. Where did these inriuences come from?
JF :Yeah, the song “Flame is Love” has a real swingy teel, and “Deleter” is
the funkiest number of our entire career. When we practice or play shows,
sometimes we start making fun of a genre, so we parody something and
before you know it, we will have been playing a funky song for like five or
10 minutes. That’s how we end up going in these directions.

ASTOREFOR

DC:TelI us about your past and present collaborations with Vt’eird AI.
JF ; We wcR‘ honored that Weird Al came out to direct our new music video
for “Mixed Up S.O.H.’’We know him from hack when he pamdied our song
“Lump’’(turning it into the Forrest (timip-thenied“('iump”). I remember hack
when we were at a gig and Al walked onto our bus with a cassette. According to
him, he had never befoa* played one of his songs for the artist he was parodying
prior to the song’s release. In other words, by the time AI would meet people
like Snoop 1X)gg, they would’ve already he.ml his pannly. So he pkiyed it for us
and we loved it and imw whenever we’a* in town, we go mow his lawn.
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Spring quarter is a time to relax, soak up some rays and show some skin,
so why not eomplemeut that tau with st)uie homemade jewelry, a souped-up
hike or a haud-shaped surfboard?
Registration for the Caaf't C'euter’s spring quarter classes — six weeks of'
iiistruetioual courses taught by (kil I’oly students — begins today. Brices vary
according to the specific class, ranging from S30 to $50.
A (.jnartcrly studio pass is also .ivailahle for purchase for experienced crafters who need little to no supervision or guidance. Unlike the more expensive
classes, students with this pass have open access to equipment and tools in one
tsr more of the studio’s areas.
Mainifactiiring engineering senior Adam Wegener has taught at the Oaft
Cienter for alnmst three years and will teach a beginning ceramics class this
(.jnarter on I hnrsd.iys from 2 p.m. tt) 4 p.m.
fie saiil with eeramies, students can take something from the earth and
make it into everyd.iy ohjeets.
“Very rarely do people get the chance to go through that \\ hole process of
creation, where yon start with nothing and then yon go through these steps
that you learn iu my c lass and yon make something that yon can keep for the
rest of your life," he s.iid.
In his class, students can learn basic steps to make mugs, bowls .ind plates
on the pottery wheel. Wegener hopes students w ill take the skills they learu
in the six-week period and continue to pursue the hobby afterward.
Mec hanical engineering senior Kevin Sill will teac h jewelry smithing this
quarter on Wednesdays from 4 p.m. to i> p.m. and on Tluirsdays from 2 p.m.
to 4 p.m.
“it is an iueredihly fnu class,” he said, wearing a necklace adorned with
three shades of metal. “We start with metal sheet and metal wire and hit it
with hammers, bend it and shape it, and drill holes in it.d'hen the most inter
esting thing we do is learn how to silver-solder it together.”
Me said the class works in a fnn, interactive environment and learns a skill
that few people have.
Once students learn the basics, they can connect different metals together
t(i create pendants, rings, small statues or really anything, he said. Bins,“it’s all
see Crafty, page 19
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lop right, graduate student Kirk Waltz shapes a howl at the Craft (ienter.
Bottom right, civil engineering sophomore Richard Harte and child devel
opment freshman Melissa Husband cut foam board for a fish tank. The Craft
Cienter offers six-week-long classes in jewelry smithing, glassblowing, ceram
ics and w<M)dworking. Prices range from $30 to $50, and with the exception
of the centers surfboard-shaping class.

Crafty
continuedfrom page lit
made of metal, so its permanent and
impressive,” he added.
Architecture senior Victoria Caesiul has taught classes with metal and
jewelry for three years at the Craft
C^enter and will teach jewelry cast
ing on Tuesdays and Thursdays from
11;.50 a.m. to 1:30 p.m. and 4:30 to
6:30 p.m. this quarter. She has also
taken several jewelry classes in the art
department.
In her class, students learn how to
shape jewelry out of wax and then
put that wax in a plaster mold. Stu
dents melt out the wax to make a
void in the plaster to be filled with
molten metal.
“So its a really fun process be
cause we get to melt metal and watch
It shoot into this plaster mold,” she
said.
Students can make pendants,
rings, earrings, bracelets or figurines.
Last quarter, Ciesiul encouraged stu
dents to incorporate stones or beads
into their molds in hopes of making
the jewelry a little more exciting. She
said she’ll continue to encourage stu
dents to do this once again during
spring quarter.
“People have been coming up
with really cool stuff fixim that,” she
said, after describing a previous stu
dent’s ring with a piece ofjade on the
back, modeled after his pet snake.
Kinesiology senior Matt Ishler
will teach bike repair in his Build a
Beater Bike class this quarter. He will
also teach a custom skateboard deck
making class, and beginning and in
termediate glassblowing courses. All
classes will take place in the evening.
In the Build a Beater Bike class,
offered Tuesdays fmm .5 p.m. to 7
p.m., students can bring in any bike
to work on.“We work on everything

— your $1(1 garage-sale special to
fixed-gear bikes,” he said, his greased
hands showing commitment to bike
e.xcelleiice.
Students learn the ins and outs of
bikes and how to do repair work that
would normally cost about $200 to
$250 at a bike shop, he said. While
in his class, students learn how to do
this work on their own,“which is ba
dass, more or less,” he said.
In his intermediate glassblowing
class, which is rarely offered, students
learn more advanced glass tech
niques; the class is recommended for
people who have already taken the
beginning class.
Industrial engineering senior Tim
Sleeper will teach a surfboard-shap
ing class this quarter. In the course,
students start by picking out a blank
Styrofoam board and then follow the
steps all the way through shaping the
board.
The class doesn’t cover glassing
the board, which makes it hard, or
painting it, but Sleeper said he’ll as
sist students with both of these pro
cesses.
Aerospace engineering graduate
student Seth Silva will teach wood
working this quarter, both an intro
ductory course and an “extreme”
class. In the introductory class, he will
ask students what they want to make
and then proceed to help them.
“It’s going to give people the op
portunity to be creative,” he said.
He said the extreme woodwork
ing class, “if anything, will be ex
tremely cool.”
Silva is also thinking about teach
ing a custom framing class in which
students can take a picture they really
love and make a frame around it so as
to become part of the picture.
“It’s a lot of work,.but it’s defi
nitely worthwhile,” he said, adding
that satisfaction comes fmm making
something by hand as opposed to
purchasing it at a store.
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write a letter

T H E

F R IE N D

It’s a iiucstion wo all want to know the
answor to, but can wo ovor roally know?
CLni inon and wonion bo JUS I' frioiuis?
I Ins brings to mind a tfioiuJ wo liavo.
JESSICAFORD
1 lo IS slightly laoking in tho romanoo dopartinont and bo always sooins to tind
liiinsolfin tho olusivo “friond zono.” Sinoo
wo Vo wdinon, wo Vo lioro to say that rlioro
is no "tiiond zono." Wlion put in this
inystorious roalin, pooplo tond to chalk it
lip to holding hack too long or not hoing aggressive onougli in tlio hoginning
of tho rolationship, hut do they ovor omisidor that the other person is just not tlut
into thoin?
It takes two to ho in a rolatiunsliip, aiul
if you fool any sm t of sexual attraction
toward tlio opposite sox (or same sox), thoro can never truly ho a
platonic friendship. Most wonion sootT at this statoinont, hut they
also undorostiinato tho attraction men have toward women hooaiiso
of a lack of solf-oonfulonco, etc.
Don't ho coy; friendships with tho opposite sox never seem to
pan out the way wo want them to. It’s guaranteed that at one point
or another, one person will look at tho other as nmeh more than a
friend and this fooling is rarely rooiprooatod.
So lot's go hack to our friond, ho wants this kind of friendship
to somoliow develop into a whirlwind romance like some roinantio
comedy that makes you want to gag yourself with a spoon. This is
never going to happen for most people and purely for the reasons
stated above.
Yes, most people have their good friends of the opposite sex, but
there is always a crossroad at which you need to chtaose one path:

naked

Z O N E

friends or lovers? It is tliat moment of clar
ity in which you find yourself discovering
this person as more tli.m just a friend. Like
we said, more often th.m not, tliis person
EUZABETHYl
will not feel the same as yon. Your relation
ship will end in heartbreak and so on, hiit if
notlhng developed in tlie past, wliy do von
think there would he liope for something
more in the fi'ture?
As pessimistic as it sounds, tins word
“frieiulsliip” is ,1 crafty tool ladies use all the
time. It heeomes a woman’s host exeiise to
avoid breaking some gu\ s heart h\ Hat-out
rejeeting him or smoothing over .1 break
up. And m eaeli ease, women do mean it to
some extent, hut what it sluniKl ine.m to
the receiving end is tliat slie is no kmger
attrac ted to you. The kihel of “friend" is a safety net women use
to keep options open, or to get aw.iy from detming a relationship
whic h IS obviously more ilian .1 pl.itonie friendship. (.And just to get
it straight, friends with henetits .ire not friends - they are f*** hiidtlies.) It’s hard to g.mge where a relationship is gtiing, Init make sure
yon know what you w.mt.
So as yon sit in the stuffy c lassrooms with new people who you
will see every week for the next three months, think .ihout tliis;
don’t look to that attractive person next to you as your latest "study
buddy.’’ Instead, make them your next hot date.
loiiriuilism seniorJcsiiiti l ortl oinl iwiiiial sciemc senior liUzaheth V/ are
the new Tuesday eolnninists. I heir iohinin “The \a h e d I'rnlh" will focus
on lore, sex and daliiui. T.-niail them your tjiiestions for future columns at
thenahedtrnthcolnmn(uxniail.com.
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"Oh no. Icouldn’t possibly eat the whole
endzone"

Harmless typo
not so harmless
I just wanted to comment on one o f the articles in the March 10
paper. I cannot remember the exact title o f the article, and I do not
have a copy, but it had to do with the cost o f the war in Iraq and Af
ghanistan. The news teaser on the front page said the cost of the war
would exceed $27 trillion! Now 1 know this was probably a harmless
typo, but the thing is, it s not so harmless!
I found this fact hard to believe, so I flipped to the page o f the
article and read further because 1 knew there was no way the cost of
the war could exceed $27 trillion by 2017. However, I know many
of my fellow students might not have the time to read more. Some
people might just look at the front page and think, “Oh, that’s typical
of the Bush administration, he’s going to cost us $27 trillion!” Now
don’t get me wrong, I don’t think Bush is the best president ever, hut
he is far from the worst. The last thing this country needs is for the
media to paint more negative pictures into the public’s minds. People
are too easily influenced in today’s increasingly lazy society to have
people in authority feed them false truths.
Instead of running articles that focus on projections of things that
have not happened, why not look at the facts of today? I want to
know how many people are leaching O U R (this means all tax-paying
people in this country) country dry. I want to know how much the
lazy, drug-addicted, free-loading bums suck out of the social security,
medicare and welfare systems. I admit that there are some people that
truly do need the help of their fellow mankind, hut what happens
when more and more people start using and abusing these systems?
A few hard working tax paying people cannot pay for the laziness of
others! Please publish more articles that help people realize what is
going on today, and how we can fix things, not some bologna that
prejudice lazy politicians concoct.
Nic Vanherweg is a crop science junior and a ^uest columnist for the
Mustani^ Daily.

! There’s always another
side to the story
This is in response to the March
11 letter to the editor titled “Jew
ish lives not worth mentioning.”
I would never condone the ideol
ogy that one life valued more over
another. Nor do I agree with the
few Palestinians who think the only
way of sending a message to Israel
is through violence. There are peo
ple on both sides who want to see
the violence stop. With naming the
defense of the Palestinians of their
OWN LAND from occupying Is
rael “Arab terrorism,” are you im
plying that all Arah-Palestinians are
terrorists and therefore stories of
their deaths should be pushed aside
to those of Israelis because Arabs are
the “bad guys”? Or, are you just re
sponding to the false connection the
Israeli government has been success
fully pushing on us since we went
“terrorist” crazy on Sept. 11, 2002
that an oppressed people choice of
defense is highly organized attack
on an innocent country?
The fact that you complained
about the LACK of coverage on Is
raeli deaths in the media (i.e. Mus
tang Daily) proves to me you are
uninformed of the current political
situation in Israel/Palestine. I noticed
-yem said “Jewish” rather than Israeli
' tn your letter and this too fosters false

information. Israel does not equal all
Jewish people. The apartheid taking
place in which Christians, jews and
Muslims die every day is central
ized to the Middle East. It is fallacy
to connect a world religion with a
hugely political issue.
Israel gets more “positive spin”
and media coverage than any other
area in the world under similar con
flict. And they spend a lot of money
and effort to keep it that way. Watch
any news report on TV and I promise
they will take the time to let you get
to know the tearful family of a dead
Israeli soldier, rather than see the
Palestine house bulldozed by Israelis
while families were still in them or
the shooting of Palestinian school
children throwing stones with bul
lets, or the bomb raids dropped on
Palestinian cities by Israel.
Go back and read your history
book. CÌO way back. Say, around 63
B.C., not just the ones that start with
the World Wars or with the war of
1967 waged by Israel.
Israel has and is illegally colo
nizing the land of the Palestinians
even as I write this. With the U.S.
as one of their biggest supporters in
the media and politically, the Israeli
see Commentary, page 21
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LETTERS

TO TH E EDITOR
Response to the “ atrocity”
o f abortion (March 12)
I
road your opinion and respect
it, but there aa* some points which 1
«ree on.
One that personally struck a
chord with me was your last state
ment about Iranians not discussing
the Holocaust as an atrocity. I don’t
know where you got this idea or
how it relates to the displays really. 1
am an Iranian-American and 1 for
one think that genocide is not some
thing to be taken lightly. In middle
school, my grandmother who lived
in Iran wanted to tear up my poster
for a pmject on the Holocaust.
Also, I think people on the
pro-life side of things, especially the
people who put up the display, need
to realize that there is more to a deci
sion of abortion. There is no need to
add guilt to the issue because people
who do so are not coldhearted but
have circumstances that make them
have to face a difficult choice. The
word “my” in my choice is no way
selfish; no one doubts that more than
one life is affected by the decision
but the concept is that the decision
doesn’t belong to some third party.
Lastly, it’s ignorant to think that
all abortions are a result of people
making a decision to have sex for
pleasure. My same grandmother had
an abortion while married. When I
first found out, I really was outraged
but 1 later was told the roason was
because they did not have the finan
cial means to support another child
nor the contraceptive to prevent
pregnancy in Iran. Putting myself in
her shoes, I avilized that despite how
much I am against abortion, thero aro
many factors that need to be taken
into consideration before judging
a person who makc*s this choice.
Hopefully you will learn the same.

Leyla Naimi
Constructioti nuuun<emcnt sophomore

A bortion response mostly
irrational (March 13)
First of all, I would like to thank
1)iana Watkins for bringing to our
attention that the enormous posters
of aborted fetuses do not show botii
sides of the issue. She is definitely
right about that.

1 hat’s pretty much where she
stops being rational.
Where are the stories about teen
age mothers dropping out of high
school? She asks. 1 don’t know what
planet Ms. Watkins is from, but 1 have
been hearing arguments and anec
dotes about pregnant teenagers in
high schools my entire life. I applaud
the people who put up those posters
for finally showing the real other side
of the argument.
Also, as far as life-threatening
pregnancies, and those of “severely
retarded rape victims” go, we don’t
hear about them much because they
don’t happen much. Abortions that
actually save the life of the mother
or are a result of rape are a very very'
small minority. It’s like one in a hun
dred. No truly rational person would
want to stop a 13-year-old rape
victim from having an abortion. The
issue is the 95 percent or so of abor
tions which consist of people pretty
much using it as birth control.
Lastly, no, it cannot be said that
ma.sturbation and menstruation are
the same as abortions. No sperm or
egg has the capability of becoming
an individual person. In fact, they
contain less genetic information than
any other cell in the body.
Tim Wolf
Physics jiitiior

H ow do you define ab o r
tion? (M arch 13)
I think that the abortion display
on campus did an excellent job
defining the debate! Tbe dialog must
be asking the question,“is the fetus
human?”Too often have we Ameri
cans sidestepped this.
Logically, if one accepts that the
fetus is human, then he or she hxs
as much right to life, liberty and
the pursuit of happiness as does the
mother. It is easy to see that people
who accept this would say that it is
the parents’ obligation to provide ftir
any children whom they conceive,
even if they don’t think they aro
roady.
On the other hand, if one accepts
that the fetus is merely the mother’s
tissue, it make's perfect sense that she
can do with it as she wishc*s since she
IS not hurting another individital by
having an abortion.
From a scientific perspective, eight
and a half months before my daugh
ter was born, she had a beating heart.
Nine months before she was born
she has her own I )NA, unique from
both of us. Even at the moment of

conception, can we really argue that
she was just part of my wife’s tissue?
Perhaps we can argue that only
once she was capable of living out
side of the uterus was she “enough
like us” to be considered human and
have the rights of one. I )o we value
people based on what they have
accomplished (ability to live outside
the womb, be wealthy, etc.) or based
upon whom they are, a human?
Matthew Gilbert
Forestry and natural resources senior

Commentary
continuedfrom page 20
government has been hugely suc
cessful in its illegal and aggressive
apartheid. It’s a well organized,
armed and funded government
aganist a few gorilla groups (like
Hamas) and people just trying to
survive each day. Don’t mistake the
attackers for the defenders. How
can an occupier defend itself when
it is the aggressor? Unless you
count having to defend itself from
people demanding human rights
and freedom. When you make
such a grand statement please have
some facts that back it up (no. Fox

Sorry Mr. M cCarthy
(March 14)
I would first of all like to say
shame on your for discrediting an
outstanding writer for Mustiing Daily.
1 enjoy Sarah’s articles every week,
and when I made the mistake of
reading yours, 1 had to find out the
truth for myself behind the calorie
scand.ll.
I failed to find your Web page
labeling the calorie count for long
island iced teas. Wherever you got
that magic number o f226, it cannot
be accurate. Notice Sarah’s 8-ounce
size for her c.ilorie count, which is
a ftiU-size cocktail. Your “number”
was probably from some 4-ounce
uncredible source. Considering the
high calorie count for alcohol and
the fact that long island iced teas are
pretty much syrup, I didn’t doubt
Sarah’s number. I found Sarah’s
source, Webtnd. Here is the link if
your are interested: http://www.
webmd.com/diet/features/lowcalorie-cocktails?page=4.
So
get the facts straight before you
attempt to discredit others.
Rudolph Zacher
liiotnedical etti’ineeriny’ graduate
student

News doesn’t count). Remember,
there is ALWAYS another side to
the story.
And take HIST 214, political
economy of Latin America and
the Middle East, with Prof. Manzar Foroohar. She herself is Iranian
and brings a unique perspective of
the politics in the Middle East that
is very different to the one we are
spoon fed by our national media. It
has opened my eyes and allows me
the luxury of now feeling some
what informed enough to respond
to your false complaint.
Soijuel Schafer is a social science
sophomore and a guest columnist for
the Mustang Daily.

HEY YOU... WANT MOVIE TICKETS?
WE WANT YOUR IDEAS, LET'S TRADE.
HELP PREVENT AND TREAT EARLY MENTAL ILLNESS AND SCORE
FREE MOVIE TICKETS.
Community input is needed to plan for the use of new prevention and eoriy intervention
funds provided by the Mentol Health Services Act (Prop 6 3 ). Designed to identify mental
health problems early ond prevent them from worsening, the progiom will provide support
to individuals of oil oges.
TAKE THE PLANNING SURVEY AND BE ENTERED INTO A DRAWING
FOR FREE MOVIE TICKETSI

Take The Survey Online Af,
www.slocounty.ca.gov/heolth.htm
Or coll 8 0 5 .4 3 8 .3 2 3 2 for o hard copy
SURVEY DEADLINE: A prill 5 ,2 0 0 8
SAN LUIS OBISPO COUNH MENTAL HEALTH DEPARTMENT
(805) 781-4719 or (800) 838 1381
MHSA-SLO@charter.net

HEgPORTSJORUM
Monday Madness!
i

3 0 % o ff

Now Serving Dinner!

Show your student ID on Mondays for

Thur ■Fri - Sat 5pm-8pm

discount (until June 30)

Sandwiches

Hamburgfir
Tact
€ken

Falafel

cyros

Hummus

Salads

Chef
Crilted chicken
Salmon Cheese
Falafel Gyros

Menu Prices: $2 and up

CfcT YOUR
NtW ËRA CAPS

Beer and wine available

Domestic $2 Premium $3

OPEN DAIIY!
a t i o :30 a m

‘

77H H iguRrii Sc

in "1hn Nnlwork"

I’l - " ' : <*)(>'>)

S.S.S.S

710 Higuera St. San Luis Obispo 805 543 8336

Pop Culture Shock Therapy by Doug Bratton

Girls & Sports by Justin Bonus and Andrew Feinstein
IN LAS VEfiAS FOK MARCH MADNESS

THIS COACH
I T S NEVER
ISN'T QUALIFIED THE «AMBLER'S
TO CALL
FAULT FOR
THAT PLAYirj
BETTIN« ON

coñE omi THIS IS m
YOU DOAIT S TA irr A
FEESHnAN POINT SUARDU

Mrs. I'hc Frog" calchcs her husband and
Miss I^iggy in bcd-lotally naked.

Sb r ¡Scili Jlork Slmc^
Crossword
A cro ss
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1 Puppies' plaints

Scientology
founder___
Hubbard

Edited by Will Shortz

64 Garden plant
support

suI do Iku

65 One hired by a
corp. board

€) Puzzles by Pappocom

5 Cobb o f ‘•12
Angry Men"

28

9 Icy look

32 Sister of Marge
Simpson

66 McCann of
country music

36 Forsaken

67 Cheated,
slangily

14 Oratorio
highlight
15 Di or da
preceder in a
Beatles song
16 Moves like
sludge
17 “What
Did"
(classic
children’s book
with a punny
title)
18

_ Spee (old
German
warship)

19 Catcher’s
position
20 Enjoying an
outing, of sorts
23 ‘Gets the red
out" sloganeer
24 Italian auto, for
short

For no profit

38 G e t ___ the
habit
39 Enjoying an
outing, of sorts
42 Homecoming
figure, for short

No. 0219

C o m p le te th e g rid so th a t every row, c o lu m n and 3x3 box
co n tains every d ig it fro m 1 to 9 inclusively.

68 One of ‘The
Addams Family,"
informally
69 Comrade in
arms

43 Yin’s counterpart
44 Checking out
45 Michelin offering
47 Flagstcn family
pet

Down
1 Comic Smirnoff
2 Tehran denizen
3 Actress ZaSu

49 Gin flavoring

4 Greet cordially

51

5 Paul Bunyan,
eg
6 River of Spain

Edit

56 Enjoying an
outing, of sorts
61 Like wild tigers

7 Mideast airline

62 Drought relief

8 Port of Israel

63 Hi Flagston’s
wife, in the
comics

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE

9 Treat leniently,
with “on*
10 Talkativeness
11 France’s Côte
d’___
12 Actor Stephen
and kin
13 Renaissance
family name
21 China’s Zhou
22 Trolley sound

Afi 57 58
61
64
er

J

Puzzi« by Victor Flaming

33 Former
Connecticut
governor Grasso
34 Speak well of
35 "I can’t blame
anyone else"
37 Latvia's capital
40 Fishing line
material
41 Georg who wrote
•'The Philosophy

46

Trued up

48 Twist badly
50 Everglades
wader
52 Home
overlooking the
sea, maybe

55 Lamb or Bacon
piece
56

...browns
(diner fare)

57 Analogy part
58 Havana aunts

53 How some tuna
is packed

59 Kind of stand

54 Dexterity

60 Doesn’t dally

V. EASY

#45

26 Gymnast Korbut
27 Ad infinitum
29 ’’The _
Love"
(R.E.M . hit)
30 British W.W. li
era gun
31 Chinatown gang
32 Exchange jabs

For answers, call 1-900-285-5656, $1.49 a minute; or, with a
credit card, 1-800-814-5554.
Annual subscriptions are available for the best of Sunday
crosswords from the last 50 years: 1 -8 8 8 -7 -A C R O S S .
Online subscriptions: Today's puzzle and more than 2,000
past puzzles, nytimes.com/crosswords ($39,95 a year).
Share tips: nytimes.com/puzzleforum. Crosswords for young
solvers; nytimes.com/learning/'xwords.

Solution, tips, and com puter program at www.sudoku.com

PUZZLE SPONSORSHIP AVAILABLE
CONTACT MUSTANG DAILY ADVERTISING

tti(^

Q,n t lie

lis te n t o d a y
mustangdaily.ner

mustangdaily.net
W h e re n e w s g e ts in te r a c tiv e

(805) 756-1143
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Ski and snowboarding
team rides on
P atrick B a rb ie ri
M U SlAN i. D.MIY

j
;
!
;

rhe uiu)tLicial t^il l\ily ski and
snowboarding team is taring well
in this scast)n’s SoiitlK'rn (\ilitbrnia
C\)llegiare Ski ¿k Snowboard C]ont'ercMu e compotitioiis, despite a lack
ot hnuling troni the university.
“Were getting more reeognition." said team member and ma
terials engineering junior Steten
Clraiidi. “We liave a lot ot' really
dedie,ited people on our team right
now.”
I he I.S-perstm team eompetes
in men's and women's event^ ineluding giant sl.ilom, skier and
Inianler-eross, slope st\le ,md halt

This season Cal Poly Pomona
plaeed First in its league in the gi
ant slalom event, and third overall
in rhe regional eompetition.
In March, (irandi even went tm
to compete in nationals in Maine.
However, members don’t have
to be ot pro caliber to belong to
.see Ski, page 25

B A R T E N D E R T R A IN E E S N E T O E

Feeling like crap? f

Earn $100-$200/shift. No experience necessary.
International Bartender School will be back in SLO one week only. Day/Eve.
classes. Job placement pt. time/full time openings, limited seating, call today!

Get the day's top stories
and more (from home) at

1‘800*859-4109

www.mustangdaily.net

www.tiartendiisa.la

LOW TO NO CO ST
BIRTH C O N TR O L

HcdIthWorks

IF ELIGIBLE
STI screening and treatment
Pap and cancer screening
Urinary Tract Infection Treatment
Free Condoms
Emergency Contraception

A fto rd a b le C o n tia e n tia i. C anng,

Now offer
HPV Vaccine!

"Walk Ins Welcome"
S a n Luis O bispo at University Square

www.heatthworkscctcom

phone; 5 4 2 * 0 9 0 0

WE'RE OPEN WE'LL DELIVER
s ■*

Voted SLO’s
B esi P iz z a

.

feidcits'm

2 :0 7

1 pips'.
j
f
I
:

All the eontpetitiotis take plaee
on Mammoth .Mountain, but the
team also tinds time to get together
and make its own trips to praetiee.
For the past three years, the team
h.ts been eompeting as part ot' the
I: (\il Poly Pomona joint team, ever
; sinee the San Luis Obispo eampus'
I ottiei.il ski and snowboarding team
was diseontinued m 2(M)4 tor raueous behax ior.
Sinee then, re-establishing the
loeal team has been ,m uphill bat
tle,
“ It's been tough beeause the
sehool is skeptieal and doesn't have
the trust tor the new team," (irandi
said.
Fhe new team emphasizes it is
not assoeiateil w ith the CA'iitral Paeitie Ski Club, w hieh toeiises more
on soeial ewnts than eompetition.

AiwaYs a M

li/we!

Voted Cal Poly’s
Favorite Pizza!

F
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STUDENT 20% OFFA N Y X L P I Z Z A
SPECIAL
WITH 1 OR MORE TOPPINGS

■

NOCOUPONNEEDED.
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C L A S S IF IE D S

HELP WANTED

HELP WANTED

HELP WANTED

ANNOUNCEMENTS

LOST AND FOUND

BKACH LIFEGUARDS &
INSTRUCTORS Beach
! Lifeguards: patrol the beach
for the protection and safety
;of the public. Salary: $1 M.V
hr. Junior Lifeguard
Instructors and Junior
Lifeguard Aides: teach
participants recreational
opportunities and hazards of
the ocean environment.
Salary: Instructors: $11-13/
hr; Aides: $9.30-9.87/ hr.
Current American Red Cross
Emergency Response (Title
22). CI’R for the Professional
Rescuer and USI.A Ocean
Ufeguard I certs must be
¡current prior to start of work.
Apply City of Morro Bay,
595 Harbor, 772-6207 or
w w w. mo rro- bay.c a.us
Deadline to apply: 3/31/08.

RETAIL DOWNTOWN
SLO New retail clothing
store opening soon in down
town San Luis Obispo. Now
hiring for management and
sales positions. Visit www,
theridecoalition.com for
application. Please fax or
email application back, LAX:
805-595-1011 - email: info(a
theridecoalition.com
Lifeguards Seasonal / PartTime Port San I.uis Harbor
District is hiring high school
graduates to serve as
lifeguards in Avila Beach.
Prior experience desirable.
Need certification in First
Aid and CPR/ Title 22 (or
ability to obtain same). Must
pass 500 meter ocean swim
test in 10 minutes or less.
Pay: $11.58/ hr, (Minimum
wage during training: $8.00/
hr.) Application & job flyer
at www.portsanluis.com.
Deadline: Friday, April 18.
2008 at 4:30 p.m.

Business Opportunity FREE,
online Power Mall Buy what
you were going to anyway
and get paid for it
www.shopandearnmall.com
(507)421-6842

FREE Sofa bed to whoever
wnats to pick it up. Contact
Grace at 544-7085

LOST Gold locket charm.
Arouond College of Busi- j
ness. If found, contact Sheila,!
756-2784
i

Place your ad today! www.
mustangdaily.net/classilieds

ANNOUNCEMENTS
Interested in community
service? leadership?
Eriendship? Check out Alpha
Phi Omega, a national Co-Ed
service fraternity during our
RUSH first week of Spring
quarter. Visit www.apo-zo.
com or contact Grant Saita at
626-429-6791.
Volunteer at Cal Poly
Student Community Ser\ ices
Stop by UU Room 217!
or call (805) 756- 2476
MATH HELP
Algebra - Calculus
www.youtube.com/mathtv

Unlimited yoga cla.sses $90 for
90 days. Smiling I>)g Yoga
546-91(K). 1227 Archer St.
www.smilingdogyogaSLO.com

FOR SALE
CAR mustang, ford 2(K)3
coupe, 63.5k. auto, midnight
blue, spoiler, great cond.
$9.500. 481-8943.
View all classified ads online
at mustangdaily.net/
classifieds and place your

. oT

LOST Sony V^aio White
I.aptop, VCiN-EK 7(Mi series.!
Lost in library reading room
computer lab. Reward if |
found. Thank you.
i
Contact info:
Robert Murphy
8 18-913-8645
j
Lost .something? Let us help
you find it! Lost and found
ads are ERLH. E-mail nius-1
tangdailyelassifiedsCo gmail.i
com with details to place
your ad today!

Mustang Daily Classifieds
Online and in print!
www.mustangdaily.net/
classifieds

(805)756-1143
Y

have something to say?
m u s t a n g d a i l y o p i n i o n s @ g m a i 1

DO YOU PI.AY GUITAR
HERO? Axerack Guitar Hero
guitar stands manufactured
by Cal Poly students. Eor
more in format ion/to
pre-order, visit
www.theaxerack.com

w h «n n«w s b re a k s ...

w e ve g ot it co v e re d
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Dufresne
a discus
dynamo

OteringUnlimKed.com
• Club Banquets
• Fraternity/ Sorority
Formats & Dances
• Department Awards
Dinners

Cal Poly junior discus thrower and shot putter
continues to dominate competition

• Greek Dinner
Service Program

Angela Marie Watkins
MUSTANC DAILY
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Discover U S at
w w w .CateringÜ nlim ited.com

...or call us at
805.782.8070
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Julit'ann Dufresne can intimidate anyone with her tall physique, wild,
dirty blonde hair and piercing blue eyes.
The shot putter and discus thrower for the Cal Poly track and field
team has given her competition reason to fear her this season, and is
focusing on sending the discus more than 17.S feet and the shot beyond
50.
“ It’s a big leap from what I’m throwing now but I should get there by
the end of May,’’ says Dufresne, a forestry and natural resources junior.
At Fresno State on March 14, she won the discus throw at 47.85 and
40.45 meters, and finished second in the shot put at 14.65 and 15.1
meters.
Prior to that, on March 8, Dufresne had a strong performance at the
UC’LA Invitational at Drake Stadium in Los Angeles, winning the shot
put with a mark o f 48 feet, 1 'A itiches, and the discus with a throw of
157 feet.
Both marks, not too far from her goals, met the N("AA West R e
gional qualifying standards.
Dufresne, a Santa Cruz native, w'as also a member of her high school’s
basketball and water polo teams before committing to track and field at
C:al Poly.
“ I kind of miss being a multi-sport person.’’she says. “ It’s weird doing
one sport.’’
However, she has adapted well to the single-sport schedule and spends
one to four hours a day lifting to keep herself strong for throwing.
Yet this wasn’t the type of practice Dufresne saw' herself doing in high
school, at which point in time she planned to play college basketball,
before her high school throwing coach, Tony Ciarelli, encouraged her
to pursue throwing.
Dufresne is glad she did, and loves being a part of (.al Poly’s team.
see Dufresne, page 27
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lATIN NIGHT
DANCE NIGHT
18 TO DANCE - 21 TO DRINK
DRINK SPECIALS NIGHTLY
l S 5 OVER 21. SB ORDER

INDUSTRIAL WAY. SLO 5 4 1 - u h
w w w .m yspace .com / slo1eirad
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All letters must he 250
words or less and are subject
to editing for spelling,
grammar and style.
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E-mail us at:
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717 Higuera Street ^ 805’344 SSIS
V
IL 11

CHECK OUT THE NEWEST
BAR IN TOWN!
OPEN UNTIL 2AH DAILY!

•^ *

10 BEERS ON TAP
COOL MARTINIS
GREAT PRICED FOOD
SERVED 11 AM TO 10PM!

' \

( O I R II SY 1‘H O IO

The unofficial C>al Poly ski and snowboarding team, which consists of
15 memhers, competes in several events at Mammoth Mountain.

Ski
continuedfrom page 2J
the tcMiii. Riders of all skill levels are welcomed, since they are able to
compete against other riders within their level.
“Some people get pushed away by thinking they’re not good enough
to compete, hut there are people at all different skill levels within the
league,” Cirandi said. “Everyone s super friendly and the schools are re
ally supportive.”
The team hopes by next spring it will have established its own name
under C'al Poly San l.uis Obispo.
Issues like insurance and budgets need to be worked out, but the team
is determined to continue developing and having fun in the process.
“ It’s a blast,” said team member and materials engineering junior Alden Moore. “ It’s a great opportunity for us to get tt)gether and take our
sport to the next level.”

. 'L L
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Better Ingredients.
Better Pizza.

LARGE

11.99
1.75

CHEESE PIZZA
AOOnXmAL TOPPINGS

h o

''

* Ask for your
30% off Mustang
Discount Card
valid for the
2007-08
school year.

XLARGE

13.99
2.00

TOPPINGS
Ham
Pepperoni
Spicy Italian Sausage
Sausage
Bacon
Anchovies
Sun-Oried Tomatoes

Extra Cheese
Mushrooms
Onions
Black Olives
Green Peppers
Jalapeno Peppers
Roasted Garlic

SIDES

Banana Peppers
Pineapple
Grilled Chicken
Fresh Sliced Tomatoes
Red Onions
Artichoke Hearts
Sliced Linguica

BUY O N E
Large or Extra Large Pizza

•X ^

544-7222

GET ONE

PAPA'S CHICKEN WINGS________________
PAPA'S CHICKEN STRIPS____ __ - ............
CHEESESTICKS_______ ________________
BREAOSTICKS_________________________
GARLIC PARMESAN BREAOSTICKS_______

Mesdium 1-Topping Pizza

FREE!

SIA^EL I RE^V!

not valid with any other offer

(805) 544-7222

San Luis Obispo
3212 Broad Street
Suite 120

(805) 473-0858

Grover Beach
Serving the Five Cities Area
236 West Grand Avenue

O R D E R

P IZ Z A

ONLINE!
ww

SLO
3212 Broad St

jofins.coin

5 C IT IE S
234 West Grand
4 7 3 -0 8 5 8

Expires 06/20/08
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A 128 -team tournament? Great!
Adam Liftman
iHF p n I N t w s ( u . P i r i s B U k c n )

IMTTSOUKGH — ('ailing iny trophy
room a room is an insult to rooms all over
the world.
Its unfortunate but true. The room in
question is nothing more than a tiny, plastic
bin filled with roughly seven baseball tro
phies.
(')ut of those seven, my various Little
League teams finished in first place e.xactly
zero times.
What does this have to do with anything,
besides the pathetic-ness of my Little League
teams, in which 1 certainly played a helping
hand?
Well, back in the glory days of most peo
ple’s athletic careers, a trophy was given to
everyone.
Thanks for showing up. Really, we don’t
care that m your first at-bat you stood on
home plate, or that after you were hit by a
pitch you ran to third base.You don’t believe
us? Here’s a tiny, gold-colored guy holding
a bat! Just don’t drop it, cause it will break,
even if you drop it in the mud or sand or
anything, really.
And if Bobby Knight and Virginia Tech
coach Seth Greenberg have their way, many
more student-athletes might be getting some
sort of trophies in the future.
nuring ESPN’s Selection Sunday cov
erage, Knight, who has been nothing short
of brilliant as an ESPN analyst, suggested
expanding the N(!AA Tournament to 128
teams.
Knight tlmught the expansion from 65
teams to 128 would help to weed out the
pretenders earlier in the tournament.

dominate the
When
the
new opening
ESPN
crew
round, and it
interviewed
would become
Greenberg, he,
the Papajohns.
too,
thought
com Bowl of
an expansion
basketball?
to 128 teams
Tough to say.
seemed like a
If
there’s
good idea. He
one
positive
compared it to
V»-«
1
about
doubling
the large num
the number of
ber of bowl
teams to 128,
games in col
it is hearing
lege
football,
Jim Boeheim’s
and said that
post-Selection
playing in the
ASSOCIATED
PRESS
Sunday
rant
NCAA Tour
about
how
nament can be Kraidon Woods, left, Steve Jones and the rest of the
Syracuse’s RPl
one of the best Arizona State men’s basketball team were left out of
the
NCAA
Tournament
despite
going
19-12,
sweeping
of 119 should
experiences a
have
been
college basket Arizona and beating Stanford,
more
than
ball player can
enough
to
get
have. Therefore,
as many students as possible should have the the Orange in the tournament.
But Knight and Greenberg biing up an
opportunity to compete.
This seems like a nice spot to mention interesting point in that we don’t often hear
that Virginia Tech missed out on the tourna people suggest changes to the NCAA Tour
ment this season. Maybe Greenberg has felt nament, which IS widely viewed as one ot
this way for years, but waited until one of the better sporting events in professional or
his teams narrowly missed a bid so he could collegiate athletics.
But now that the idea is out there, in what
be interviewed on national TV and start the
ways could the tournament improve?
revolution.
I think (ireenberg w.is on the right path
One might think that 65 teams is a lot
of teams, but really, it’s only kind of a lot of with wanting to allow more students to ex
teams. There are 341 schools in Division I perience playing in the tournament. So how
about a rule that states every pLiyer has to
NC'AA men’s basketball.That’s a lot, not 65.
So would doubling the amount of teams play at least eight minutes a game?
Sounds good to me. I also think that every
in the tournament give the fans more upsets,
player
on the court should h.ive to touch the
and another round of exciting basketball?
Or would all the higher seeds continue to ball before a shot goes up.

Also in the name of making things fair, a
16 seed has never beaten a top seed, so that
needs to change.
All 16 seeds should be able to play seven
men at once. If that doesn’t shake up the
brackets a little bit, then we bump it up to
eight.
This next one isn’t solely tournament-re
lated, but everyone seemed to love how the
NBA raised its age limit to 19, preventing
players going straight from high school to the
pros.
This in turn has made the NCAA more
competitive by forcing players who might’ve
entered the draft to go to school, albeit for
only a year in some cases.
Well, why not raise the age limit again?
How does 28 sound? The N('AA could then
give players lO years of eligibility in college.
Imagine the great basketball in the tourna
ment then.
Yeah, the NBA might suffer a bit, but
wouldn’t It be great to see student-athletes
become graduate student-athletes, or go to
law or medical school while still playing?
And, of course, it’s time to center the
NCAA logo. Come on now, it’s really both
ersome. Just put the four letters in the center
of the blue circle already. Please.
With these additions the tournament im
proves from one of the greatest American
sporting events of the year to a worldwide
holiday.
And I don’t want the tournament renamed
after me, even though I know it’s tempting.
Really, I don’t need to do interviews about
how I saved the N(!AA Tournament and re
ceive all types of recognition.
A trophy, on the other hand, would be
quite nice.
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Top schools in
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tops in classroom I Var6Ììrìil
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Niirth (i.irolina was rhc only school among the tour No. 1 seeds in the
N(' AA men's tournament ti> graduate at least .SO percent ot its players.
A report released March 17 tound SO percent ot lar Heels men's play
ers earned diplomas during a si.\-year period. I'he other top seeds were tar
worse: 4.S percent at Kansas and 40 percent at UCd.A and Memphis.
I'he study was conducted by Kichard l.apchick, head ot'the University
ot ( entr.il l lorida's Institute tor I )iversity aiul bthics in Sport. It evaluated
lour ditierent treshman (.lasses tor a period beginning in 1007-0S and end
ing with 2000-Ul. rhough the players evaluated are no longer on campus,
the reptMt intends to prox ide a snapshot ot academic trends.
1apchick's primary concern was the disparity between black and white
players. I hirty-three sclunils graduated at least 70 percent ot their white
men's basketball players; only 10 graduated that many black players. At least
,S0 percent of w hite players earned degrees at 45 schools, but black athletes
had that much success at only 30 schools.
But the study found that the achievement gap was shrinking. At 34 per
cent of tournament-bound teams there was a 30-point or greater difference
in graduation success between black and white players, down from 40 per
cent last year. Black players continued to succeed in higher rates than black
nonathletes.
“I ligher education’s greatest failure is the persistent gap between Afri
can-American and white basketball student-athletes in particular, and stu
dents in general,” l.apchick wrote.“! he good new s there is that the gaps are
narrowing slightly.”
According to NC'AA data, graduation rates for black men's basketball
players have improved 14 percent overall since I0H4.
“'We’ve seen some real improvement over time,” NC'AA spokesman Erik
(diristianson said. “ Ehere’s alw.iys room for more improvement, but we’re
pleased with the progress.”
The NC'AA Tournament field is 65 teams, but not all could be included
in the analysis. C'ornell, like other Ivy l eague schools, doesn’t report gradu
ation rates. Cionzaga had no black players and 10 schools had no white
athletes.
Two of the No. 2 seeds, I'etmessee and Ee.xas, graduated only 33 percent
of their players for the period studied.The other second seeds, Cìeorgetown
and Duke, had success rates of 82 percent and C>7 percent, respectively.
Academically, this year the Final Four would include five teams: West
ern Kentucky (100 percent graduation success), Butler (‘>2 percent), Notre
Dame (01 percent), Burdiie (01 percent), and Davidson (01 percent). Xavier,
a No. 3 seed, was close behind with a 00 percent success rate.
UC!!l A said the report failed to show its recent academic success, and a
better indicator was the NC'AA’s new Academic Progress Rate. Lapchick
has been waiting to use that data, collected since 2004 under the NC'AA’s
academic reforms, until four years are available. The fourth year was e.xpected to be released in April.
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Dufresne
continuftifrom page 24
“ It’s like having a little family at college and the coaches are kind of
like parental figures,” she says.
(h)mforted by her relationship with her coaches, she finds traveling
to meets tiresome but memorable nonetheless.
“ It really takes a toll on your body and it was hard for me to adjust
to It,” Dufresne says. “ But it’s worth it because you get to see places and
meet people.”
In her free time, Dufresne describes herself as an outdoors lover and a
“beach bum” who likes to boogie board and take her dog on walks. She
alst> likes to sleep in when she can, considers Saturday morning practices
a “hummer” and has a sense of humor, especially about her sport.
“My little joke, when people ask me what I dti in track, is I tell them
I do the mile,” she s.iys with a laugh.
Regardless of whether she plans to make a profession of her throw 
ing ability, she would like to inspire younger athletes, especially women
considering throwing for track.
“ I’d like to he a role model tor other athletes starting up,” Dufresne
says. “ I think there’s a lot of talent out there and they Just don’t know
It.”
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